
My Personal Story 
https://www.facebook.com/Being-The-Best-Student-In-The-World-In-Everything-1228868683824483 

 
What is my personal story? Why is it so powerful? Are people really             
interested in me? If people knew my personal story . . . would they be               
attracted to me? 
 
Mark Boersma, international speaker and author shares how it took him over            
fifteen years to realize how amazing of a story he had and how people really               
were interested in him and his story. The TRUTH is . . . we all have a most                  
interesting story, and that story told properly, will attract a lot of people to us.               
When we attract a lot of people to us, we will earn more money, work less                
hours, have less negative stress, more positive stress and greater life balance            
and success in every area of life. 
 
Step 1. Answer the following questions . . . “Desired Results” 
Journal Entry: “When someone reads my life story, what do I want them to              
feel, think and then do?” “By them taking that action, what benefit do they get               
from doing that and what benefit will I receive?” 
 
Step 2. Read “Be Interesting” white paper - “List Interesting Points” 
www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/interesting 
Journal Entry: “What makes me interesting?” List out anything at all that            
might be different about myself. It’s the highs, it’s the lows, it’s the good and               
it’s the bad. Everyone loves a life story, that’s like a great movie where there’s               
ups and downs, success and failure.  Ask others who know us for their input. 
 
Review over our passion circle, our life vision, our life balance wheel and             
everything elise we’ve completed thus far in our Vision Profile.  
 
Step 3. Write our story 
Journal Entry: Write out our story from the key points in “Step #2.” It doesn't               
have to be perfect, it won’t ever be . . . it’s a, it’s our life story. :-) It’s probably                    
best if it’s messy, just like life, if it’s not put together perfectly as that will help                 
others to connect with us. Get feedback from others. Maybe start out life             
story, “Tell me something about yourself.” people my share.  
 
Step 4. Tell our story . . . again . . . and again . . . and again 
Journal Entry: Every time we tell our life story and listen very carefully we’ll              
learn something about the person we’re telling our story to AND we’ll learn             
something more about ourselves. We’ll learn how our story, the good, the bad             
the ugly is really . . . all beautiful as it’s “Our Story” and each and every day                  
we are changing our story have it align with our discovering and living our life               
vision each and every day. 
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A Sample Personal Story 

 
I’ve been passionately committed to theatre for over 40 years.  The 
only “hitch” is I wanted to eat regularly and live indoors.  I’ve 
trained with the same teacher vocally that trained all the amazing 
actors at Second City in Chicago.  I’ve taken what I’ve learned in 
performing and transferred the skill-sets to the corporate world. 
I’ve also squeezed in voice-acting in over 20 audiobooks where I’ve 
voiced 35-40 characters on a single project.  Thirty years in 
Corporate America prepared me to run my own business, sort of. :-) 

Mastermind Seminars and Synergy Solutions have given me the 
tools to run a new business helping people: avoid bankruptcy while 
lowering their overall risk AND saving hundreds of dollars a month 
in health insurance premiums.  Not in a million years would I have 
ever thought about helping people through health insurance; now I 
can’t think of doing anything else...EXCEPT  helping people 
through health insurance AND speaking nationally and 
internationally.  Why?  Imagine having open-heart surgery the same 
year your 25 year old son passes away.  Yeah.  It’s hard for me to 
imagine that and it happened to me.  I want to share my story, 
which is also my son’s story and my family’s story. 

I didn’t do this alone.  My family and I didn’t do this alone.  We 
would not be here except for the grace of God through our Lord 
and Savior Jesus Christ.  He is our rock, our fortress, our mighty 
God, our Prince of Peace, our only wise and true God who created 
everything and then sought to redeem the fallenness of the very 
creatures created in His image...namely Mankind. 

I believe my story will impact your life, YOUR STORY and 
change your outlook on what is truly important while helping your 
business/non-for-profit catapult to the next level of success. 
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Amanda ~ My Story . . .  

 
Today I am an independent women with a lot of drive and determination to 
start multiple companies and donate my time helping others.  So far I’ve 
started 2 companies and I am working on a 3rd.  I plan to become a 
speaker and maybe an author as well.  
 
I haven’t always been this way though. When I was a child my dad was an 
addict and abused my mother which really messed with my way of thinking 
for a decade! About 8 years ago I got out of the toxic household and 
moved on my own. Those steps made me realize I had not truly enjoyed 
life and hadn’t tried to accomplish much more than having a job and getting 
through the day. I started to realize how truly beautiful life was and 
discovered the possibilities because I was in control of everything. 
 
I had an awakening and from that point on I’ve been working to improve 
every aspect of my life. I’m so hungry to learn and grow. I have progressed 
A LOT in the past 8 years, and I’ve gained so much confidence. I now have 
ambition to continuously improve and expand every aspect of my life. I’ve 
never been content with my life until now.  
 
4 months ago I started taking action on my interest in real estate investing. 
I found a great community, started taking classes, and now I have an 
experienced mentor and business coach. I’ve spoken in front of people at a 
seminar and plan to do it again. I’m accomplishing more goals than I had 
set when I started!  
 
I was selling myself short for a long time so now I’ve got to work extra hard 
to catch up to where I want to be!  And I’m up for the challenge!  
 
My Life Vision is to help people realize their potential and to help them to 
discover the blind spots the past tragedies have been covering up. Being 
involved with Synergy Solutions has helped me to realize I can do more 
than become financially independent and help others when I can. I have 
been given the opportunity to speak and to help women and children who 
have been trafficked.  I have become more clear on exactly what I want to 
accomplish and I’m consistently working toward my goals.  Life is so much 
more exciting when you’ve got a goal bigger than you! 
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My Elevator Speech 

 
Do I know, at a deep level how by changing my elevator speech, “What              
do you do for a living?” will increase my income and reduce the number              
of hours I work?  
 

Tom Kunz, past President of the largest real estate company in the world is a               
storyteller and has some amazing advice for a great elevator speech. 
 

“Become a story telling and help people to see how you can and will              
change their lives by being a part of their lives . . . through your               
elevator speech.”  
 

If we start our elevator speech with . . . “Imagine . . .” we are helping people to                   
realize the results we produce in the lives of people and how we can change               
their lives forever.  :-)  
 
Examples 
“Imagine . . . seeing at the deepest level of who you are, your strengths, your                
special giftedness, your full potential and then having systems which help you to             
discover and live your life vision each and every day.  That is what I do!”  :-) 

  ActionVision Certified Consutant 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

“Imagine . . . as a woman, understanding at a core DNA level of who we really are,                  
what we were put on this planet to precisely do and then living that life vision each                 
and every day AND helping others to do so as well.  That is what I do!”  :-)

   Awesome Women Certified Consutant 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

“Imagine . . . being a world where everyone single person, on the planet had the                
opportunity to discover and live their life vision each and every day and had the right                
education, the right resources and the right networks to pursue that life vision daily              
with every ounce of energy we have.  That is what I do!” 

Legacy Partners - NEW Educational Model Certified Consultant 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

“Imagine . . . having the ability to understand ourselves and those around us in               
seconds. Imagine . . . having the ability to transform people’s lives in the first 30                
minutes we talk to them and then helping through online courses, seminars,            
coaching and mentoring how to discover the deep core power of our personalities             
and how to use that to life life to it’s fullest each and every day.   That is what I do!” 

Personality Masteries Certified Speaker and Coach 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

If any of the above examples inspired you to something larger than life for              
yourself and those around you, please reach out to the person who shared             
this with you or please call toll free 888.230.2300 or outside the US at              
630-393-9909. 
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                        My Elevator Speech . . .  
 
Do the best you can.  You can change it.  :-)   It won’t be perfect so 
just give it a try and then review the results with your ActionVision 
coach and share with your mastermind group(s). 
 
 
 
 
 
My Elevator Speech…. 
 
Imagine...Rewrite you life completely and make it meaningful 
by setting higher, more intentional goals to help others to 
discover a purpose, a life vision and creating the 
oppotunities to help them accomplish it!  
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Am I Lazy? 
https://www.facebook.com/Success-Circle-of-12-for-Lazy-People-170846129986257 

Actually . . . the truth is that we’re all lazy at some level, in some areas in                  
some area of our life, at some point in time. Actually . . . when we understand                 
at a deep level, “Dimensional Living / Dimensional Thinking” we realize that if             
we were looking at our lives, from The  NEXT Dimension, we would realize             
that we are lazy in areas we don’t even realize today . . . but will realize in the                   
future . . . IF . . . we continue to grow.  
 

 
 
In today’s society, it seems, that maybe most everything BIG, big government, big             
business, big labor, big education, be religion, big media, etc. is creating the illusion              
that we can have everything in life, we want, without working hard for it. Hmmmm,               
that does not seem to be working out so well for those who buy into that world view.  
 
When we discover our life vision, that gives us our “reason for being put on this                
planet. From our passions, we then understand where we are gifted and where we              
enjoy investing our lives into. When we work hard to develop a BOS - Business               
Operating System, a system which enables and empowers us to invest our best and              
most energy, each and every day into those things we are passionate about while              
bringing the most value to those around us. When done properly, we will earn the               
money we desire to earn . . . IF . . . we work hard. We we desire to see success in                      
every area of life, we must work hard in each of area of life. 
 
Another way to see success in life is to back back to Model 2: Life Balance Wheel                 
and work with our ActionVision coach to learn how to work hard in each of those                
areas we may be weak in.  
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Questions, thoughts, need assistance for just have an amazing idea on how to             
make the Vision Profile even more helpful. 
  

Toll Free: 888.789.7878 
Outside US: 630.393.9909 
 

This valuable resource was provided by the individual who passed this along            
to you AND each of the following mastermind groups and Life Masteries            
Institute. Life Masteries Institute is a IRS approved 501c3 non profit           
organization and is only able to provide these amazing resources as a result             
of generous individuals who give back. Please consider giving a generous           
one time gift or if you believe and desire to live your Life Vision daily please                
consider a weekly or monthly give. 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Vision 
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